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EZ Grout Fencing Products
The Fencing Industry’s best kept secret is out!



EZ Grout Fence Hog®

Developed with the assistance of Professional Fence Builders, 
the patented Fence Hog® unit was designed to satisfy customer 
request for a machine that picks up and dispenses cumbersome 
rolls of chain link fence easily with no physical effort.

Powered by hydraulics of the skid-steer Loader, the uniquely 
designed cage mechanism opens and tilts to retrieve the roll of 
fence from the ground. For the Fence Contractor, this means no 
more   unrolling fence by hand and using extra men to stand it 
up. With the standard features of the Fence Hog®, this machine 
allows optimum efficiency for the fence contractor to install fabric 
quickly, easily, and professionally using only two people.

U.S. Patent 
#5,806,779

Turntable dispenses fence smoothly.

The Fence Hog® can easily handle 100 ft. rolls of chainlink and 330 ft. rolls of woven wire fence. The operation is simple: the loader 
picks up the roll of fence with the cage and tilts the cage to vertical position. Also with the Fence Hog® , the wire can be lifted for easy 
installation of backstops or other high installation projects. This patented design is low maintenance, built of durable heavy-gauge steel 
construction, and best of all, your labor doesn’t lift or carry the fence to dispense.

The Hog Hanger holds the fence in a temporary position from the top rail until the fence is stretched and secured to the post. Then simply 
remove the Hog Hanger and use on the next run of fence. For high fencing jobs, a Hog Hanger assists in placing the Hog Hangers on 
the top rail.

Model FH 08-24 (24" Diameter) - handles up to 50 ft.
roll of chain link or 330 ft. roll of woven wire.
or FH 08-36 (36" Diameter) - handles up to 100 ft.
roll of chain link or 330 ft. roll of woven wire.

No heavy lifting
Affordable and easy to use
Dispenses and stretches fence
For use with a skid-steer loader 
Up to 36" diameter roll capacity
Removable center post to hold woven wire in center of cage 
Sealed with powder coat paint
Extension available for dispensing 10 to 12 ft. fence, 
max. 16 ft.
Rotating turntable to smoothly dispense fabric
Works with various fencing material such as chain link, 
woven wire, vinyl coated fabric, snow fence, etc.
Attaches directly to skidsteer loader with a universal 
skidsteer attachment plate
"Tilt" Full dispense swivel option for uneven terrain
Optional Hog Hangers

2 ft. & 4 ft. 
Extentions Available Tilt

Hog
Hangers®

Hog
Hanger

Helpers™

Hog Stringer®



“We at Dale W. Carter Fencing used the special designed fence hog on a 25,000 foot airport fence job in Red Bluff, CA and couldn’t have done 
the job in a timely manner without it. We also use it on baseball backstops. Before the job had started I had flown to Seattle, WA to see the fence 
hog in action and liked what I had seen. I had talked to Damian and Greg at the factory and asked them about making some minor modifications 
for   our needs, they did and it made a big difference. Thank You Fence Hog.”

Dale Carter, Owner, Dale W. Carter Fencing, Redding, CA

Model Width Empty Weight

 FH08-24 24" 1,195 lb. (543 kg) 1,350 lb. (614 kg) 1,595 lb. (702 kg) 33 3/8" x 74 11/16" x 106 15/16"

 FH08-36 36" 1,465 lb. (655 kg) 1,665 lb. (757 kg) 1,890 lb. (859 kg) 46 3/8 " x 78 3/8" x 107"

 FHW 24" 530 lb. (240 kg) 625 lb. (284 kg) N/A 33 1/4" x 56" x 56 3/4"

EZ Grout Fence Hog® Product in Action
Nothing is more convincing to contractors 
than seeing the product in action...

Fast job setup! The Fence Hog picks up a rioll of chain link and within minutes you're ready to stretch it to the posts.

The Hog Stringer dispenses bottom tension wire with ease, while the Hog Hangers 
slide easily on the top rail to temporarily hold the fence.

The optional Woven Wire Stretcher provides 
the necessary tension for speedy installation.

No job is too big for the Fence Hog...           ...or too high...          It's all in a day's work.

Weight with 2 ft.
Extension

Weight with 4 ft.
Extension

Dimensions without
Extensions DxWxH

Hydraulic Flow 
Rate

10 gal. @ 2,000 psi 
min.

35 gal. @ 3,000 psi 
max.

Specifications



All the great features from the original 
Fence Hog, but in a compact size.

EZ Grout Mini Fence Hog™

Just like its larger sibling, the Mini Fence Hog lifts, rolls and dispenses, but it's 
more compact.  Ideal for residential chainlink and woven fence.  Designed for use 
with a walk-behind.  This four ft. model has 
the option of adding a two ft. extension for 
a six ft. fence.

 Weight: 625 lb. with two ft. extension

 No heavy lifting

 Affordable and easy to use

 Dispenses and stretches fence

 For use with a mini skid-steer loader

 Up to 24" diameter roll capacity

 Sealed with powder coat paint

 Rotating turntable to smoothly dispense fabric

 Works with various fencing material such as chain link, woven wire, vinyl coated 
fabric, snow fence, etc.

 Attaches directly to skidsteer loader with optional FH-A-9 universal skid steer 
attachment plate (80 lbs.; 36 kg) or FHW-A MT-series Bobcat® walk-behind 
attachment plate (44 lbs.; 20 kg)

"By using the Mini Fence Hog, we cut two weeks off 
the job and saved 160 man hours.  The machine paid 
for itself the first time we used it.  And, it's definitely 
going to help those of us with back problems because 
it does the lifting for us.  In today's market, it's a big 
mistake not doing business with these guys!"

Kenneth Crumpton, President/CEO, Crumpton Fence 
Co., LLC, Winfield, AL



The small Mud Hog
®

 that’s 
ideal for small jobs!

The Stretch-n-Go Hog®  fence dispenser can stretch up to 1/4 mile 
of woven wire in one load while it dispenses — that is four 330 
ft. rolls or two 660 ft. rolls. The Stretch-n-Go Hog® dispenses at 
the rate of 2 mph and can more than double the amount of fence 
that a fence builder can put up in one day with only two laborers. 

Woven wire is loaded by a skid steer and while dispensing, the 
Stretch-n-Go Hog® holds the fabric upright and guides the material 
along the fence line. Coated tension rolls protect wire during 
stretching while an adjustable brake system provides individual 
tension preferences. Fence can be nailed directly behind the skid 
steer, making for faster, more efficient work. The Stretch-n-Go 
Hog® features fork pockets on both sides to allow the operator to 
easily switch from side to side.

 Weighs 1210 lb. (549 kg); Max. gross weight: 5,210 lb.

 (2363 kg)

 Capacity: four rolls of 330 ft. or 2 rolls of 660 ft. of wire

 Sealed with powder coat paint

 Load with skid steer 

 Adjustable braking system for desired tension

 Optional barb wire attachment (up to 6 rolls)

 Dimensions (DxWxH): 48" x 86" x 661/8"

Woven Wire Dispenser — 
Stretches as it dispenses!

EZ Grout Stretch-n-Go Hog™

Available in 4 ft. size
U.S. Patent #7,195,193,B2 Barb Wire Dispenser

Model SNGBARB
The optional Barb Wire Hog® mounts to the 
Stretch-n-Go Hog™, allowing six rolls of barb 
wire to be dispensed and stretched concurrently.



The Mobile Mud Hog®

Mixes and dispenses!
After several requests from Fence Contractors, EZ Grout adds to its 
line of quality fence products with the Mobile Mud Hog® to thoroughly 
and quickly mix materials and deliver those materials directly to the 

post-hole. The Mobile Mud Hog® comes standard-equipped 
with six patented rubber blades that wipe the sides of 
the drum and continually roll the mix to the center of 
the drum to allow for the best mixing process.  

With the Mobile Mud Hog®, the contractor simply adds 
water and materials, starts the paddle rotation, and mixes. 
The skid steer operator simply drives along the fence line 
or pouring area while the material continues to mix as it is 
dispensed through the side discharge snout. The Mobile Mud 
Hog® mixes and dispenses quickly. In fact, Matt Thompson 
of Fence Solutions, Lancaster, Ohio, stated, “We filled 80 

post holes in 30 minutes!”
The hydraulic powered Mobile Mud Hog® comes standard with Bobcat® 

attachment plates and forklift pockets to allow even more versatility. 
Or, units can be built to the contractor’s specifications. With a load 
capacity of nearly one-half cubic yard, the Mobile Mud Hog® improves 
your jobsite efficiency. 

“A+ Quality Fence and Deck, Inc. originally purchased the Mobile Mud Hog from EZ Grout to help install approximately 5,000 linear feet of 8 ft. tall pre-cast concrete 
fence, which we contracted to install at Maxwell Gunter AFB in Montgomery, Alabama.  

The pre-cast concrete fence requires setting a post every five feet, requiring a footing consisting of almost 4 cubic feet of concrete.  This fence is being installed in a 
sodded area and a redi-mix concrete truck would do extensive damage to the landscape, which would have to be repaired at our expense.  Using the Mobile Mud Hog 
enabled us to keep our skid steer right against the fence line, resulting in very little turf damage and minimal repair expense.

The Mobile Mud Hog performed flawlessly, having mixed approximately 130 cubic yards of concrete…more than paying for itself by saving A+ Quality Fence and Deck, 
Inc. money in three ways:

Saving the expense of paying hourly rates to Redi-Mix companies to have their drivers wait for us. Saving the cost of payroll to have employees wait for Redi-Mix trucks. 
Substantially saving on labor hours to hand-mix concrete.

We looked at 3 to 4 other brands before purchasing the Mobile Mud Hog and concluded that the Mobile Mud Hog would best suit our needs. After mixing and dispensing 
the concrete with the Mobile Mud Hog, we now know it was the perfect choice!”

Craig Myers, President 
A+ Quality Fence and Deck, Inc., Montgomery, Alabama

 Empty weight, 1,000 lbs.
 Modified unit for use with a skid-steer 

 loader or small fork lift
 1/2 cubic yard maximum capacity per load
 Hooks to auxiliary hydraulics on your 

 loader or forklift 
 Mixes and delivers up to 1" aggregate
 Unloads 1/2 cubic yard in 1 minute

Model MMH-12 
Hydraulic Powered

 Model MMH12  MMH20
 Empty Weight 1,000 lb. (454 kg) 1,350 lb. (614 kg)
 Max. Gross Wt. 2,800 lb. (1270 kg) 4,350 lb. (1977 kg)
 Discharge 1/2 cu.yd./min. 1/2 cu. yd./min.
 Aggregate Size 1" 1"

 Hydraulic Flow Rate 10 gal. @ 2,000 psi min. 10 gal. @ 2,000 psi min.
  20 gal. @ 3,000 psi max. 35 gal. @ 3,000 psi max.
 Dimensions DxWxH 40x45x58" 451/2 x 793/8 x 521/2"

Specifications



The Mobile Mud Hog®

Mixes and dispenses! The Mini Mobile Mud Hog® – just like its sibling 
– mixes and dispenses on-site using a Mini Skid 
Steer. The Mini Mobile Mud Hog comes standard 
with rubber blades that wipe the sides of the drum 
to allow for the best mixing process. Simply add 
water and materials, start the paddle rotation, and 
mix. Drive along the fence line or pouring area 
while the material continues to mix as it dispenses 
through the side discharge chute.

 Mixing Paddles powered by hydraulics

 Manual slide gate for dispensing aggregate

 MMH4 attaches directly to Mini Skid Steer 
with additional attachment plates

 MMH9 attaches directly to Mini or Full size 
loader with additional attachment plates

Mini Mobile Mud Hog®

missing photo

missing photo

Specifications
 Model Dimensions WxLxH Empty Weight Gross Weight Maximum Aggregate Size

 MMH4 29 x 44 x 29" (74 x 112 x 74 cm) 350 lb. (159 kg) 950 lb. (431 kg) 3/4" (702 kg)

 MMH9 36 x 53 x 36" (91 x 135 x 91 cm) 600 lb. (272 kg) 1,950 lb. (885 kg) 3/4" (859 kg)

Model MMH4

Model MMH4 shown with optional FHW-A-9 attachment plate

Model MMH9Heavy-duty paddles



All features and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Since its inception in 1998, EZ Grout has rapidly become a leading 
equipment manufacturer to the masonry, concrete construction market, 
and fencing industry. With roots firmly fixed in the masonry industry, owner 
Damian Lang, an innovative mason contractor based in southeastern Ohio, 
started EZ Grout to improve efficiency on the masonry jobsite. Lang — 
along with his team of masonry professionals, co-workers, and industry 
contacts — developed easier-to-use mortar mixers, bracing systems and 
other labor saving equipment for the masonry industry. 

Subsequent to the introduction of his masonry equipment, Mr. Lang was 
approached by fencers about designing equipment to satisfy requests for 
a machine that picks up and dispenses rolls of chain link fence easily with 
no effort. EZ Grout took on the challenge! 

Developed with the assistance of Professional Fence Builders and after 
several prototype models and extensive field-testing, Lang introduced the 
patented Fence Hog® Fence Dispenser in early 2001. Before long, other 
labor saving fencing equipment followed. 

EZ Grout Corporation continues to gain thousands of customers who use 
their equipment everyday on jobsites across the country. Damian Lang 
stands behind each innovation and remains committed to revolutionizing 
the industry for the betterment of the mason and fencing contractors 
throughout the nation and abroad.

EZ Grout Fencer's Cement Hog ™

Large, one-half cubic yard
hopper.

Drive along the fence line...
No shoveling.Specifications

Model Dimensions DxWxH Weight Empty Weight Gross lb. Variable Pitch OD Discharge with Auger Tube Hydraulic
  lb. (kg) (kg) Auger 8 ft. Flexible Hose  Requirement

FCH50 333/4 x 755/16 x 403/4 790 (360) 2,790 (1268) 71/2" 6" 10" 8 gpm
       @ 2,000 psi min.

FCH100 341/2 x 765/16 x 481/2 1,050 (477) 5,050 (2295) 71/2" 6" 10" 8 gpm
       @ 2,000 psi min.

405 Watertown Road, Waterford, OH 45786
Phone: 740-749-1311 • Fax: 740-749-0602

A cement delivery system that’s 
perfect for postholes!

The Fencer’s Cement Hog™ is a cement delivery system.
Simply pour the cement from a ready mix truck into the 
hopper and drive along the fence line while dispensing just 
the right amount of cement needed in minute....instead of 
hours of shoveling.

The Fencer’s Cement Hog™ was designed to mount 
on either side of a skid steer, allowing the operator to 
dispense from both the left or the right on either side 
of the fence.

Modified unit for use with a skid steer loader or 
small forklift

One-half cubic yard maximum capacity.
Also available up to 1 cubic yard

Hooks to auxiliary hydraulics on your loader or forklift; delivers up to 
one-inch aggregate

Unloads one-half cubic yard in two minutes

Delivers wet or dry materials – even dry sand

10” discharge tube with 71/2” auger

Model
FCH50
FCH100

Sole Australian Distributors 
Vicon International Pty Ltd
Cnr. Riverstone Pde. & Loftus St., 
Riverstone. NS. 2765
Ph: 0408 233 337
E: don@vicon.com.au
W: www.vicon.com.au




